Setting the correct responses in iClicker

iClicker Quick Guide: Setting the Correct Responses

The process of setting the correct response during class is different than the process of setting the correct response after class.

Setting the Correct Response through the Computer

1. From the “Results Chart” window, after ending the question, click “Answer”, shown below in the orange box.

2. Here, you can select which response is correct, that answer will turn green and the incorrect answers will turn red.
Setting the Correct Response through the i>clicker Instructor Remote

1. From "Results Chart", after having ending a question, you can click the "E" button at the bottom of the instructor remote (shown below in orange) to cycle through the answers.
INSTRUCT
2. As you cycle through the results, the answer being set to correct will be changed to green, and the incorrect changed to red, make sure the correct answer is green before you close the results.
Setting the correct answer after a session is over can be done through the i-clicker software, but not through the i-clicker instructor remote.

1. After opening the i-clicker software, click "Open Gradebook", shown below in the orange box.
2. Click "View" below the session containing the answers you would like to set.
3. From this window you can select the correct answer for each question. To the left of the question, a screenshot of what was displayed on the computer at the start of the question will appear.

4. After selecting the correct answer, that answer will turn green in the “Results Chart” and the incorrect answers will turn red. After selecting the correct answer, that answer will turn green in the “Results Chart” and the incorrect answers will turn red.